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Crop and rotate your photos!
It's now easier than ever to make a beautiful
photo book - you can both crop and rotate
your images freely inside the production part
of Solentro once you have uploaded your
photos!
Double-click on an image in your book to
edit it.
Good luck with your photo book!

You can embed a video in your photo book!
Using a QR code you can make an interactive
book experience!
Example: in your wedding book you would
like to share one of the wedding videos from
YouTube. Add a QR code in your book with
a link to the clip and the reader can with
only the touch of a button watch these
videos directly on the mobile phone!
>>> Find out more here.

Delivery before X-mas!
To be able to deliver your book before
X-mas you need to place your order no
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later than 8.00 AM (Central European
Time) on the 6th of December!
Learn more about our delivery
conditions here.
The sooner we have your order, the
greater the chance that it reaches you in
time!
>>> Find out more here.

Customer satisfaction!
Thousands of satisfied customers and even more
books delivered and over 50 000 book accounts
are in use!
"Please let everybody in your office know how happy I
am by choosing Solentro. I have looked before at other
similar companies, but in Solentro I found the
simplicity, designs and easyness to work to put
together my book. Thank you for the excellent service,
organization and thank you personally for your kind
response. I will use Solentro always for any projects
and recommend it to all of my friends."
/Valerio Hristov - Hollywood, Florida

We strive to constantly develop and improve the book making system with
suggestions and ideas from you - thank you for helping us become better!
Greetings from a windy and cold Sweden!
/Hampus & Tobias Schildfat, brothers and founders

At Solentro you can make your own book, photo book, photo album, wedding book, graduation book (yearbook),
christening book, book of remembrance,blog book, retirement book, "my first book"
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- we focus on simplicity and usability which opens up for your creativity!
* The discount only apply to the price of your book and can not be
combined with any other offers. Shipping and handling not included.

You are receiving this newsletter because you are a customer or an account holder with us.
Cancel your subscription? Click here.
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